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ABSTRACT. Ten amall-diameter treee from each of the 22 species (~ treee) were 88IDpled
from throughout the southern United States. Mean SO was determined for stem wood and bark
and the whole stem, for branch wood and bark and whole branches (to a minimum diameter of
O.M in.), and fortlee wood and bark and thewholetlee. Significantdift'erencee were determined
a) among the speci. for each tree part measured and b) among the tree part8 of each SpeciM.
The relationship between both stem-wood SO and stem-bark SO and height above ground is
plotted by SpeclM. There was a significant inverse linear relationship between green MC and
SO; with the exception of bark, the aahM contained lower ~t moisture than did speciM of
similar SO. Comparison of stem-wood SO values with Wood Handbook valuM indicates that
small-diameter pine-eite hardwoods are somewhat denser than larger trees of the same species
more typically meuuled.- -

that portion of each species range occurring ir
the 11 southern states from Virginia to Arkan
sas and eastern Texas. Sampling was restrictec:
to trees between 5.5 and 6.5 inches in diameter
outside bark, at breast height. Tree age vanec:
from a species mean of27 years in yellow-popl8J
to 59 years in black tupelo, with an overal
average of 39 years.

To sample the stem wood and bark ir
proportion to occurrence by volume, 2-inch
thick disks were removed at 48-inch interval.
along the stem- The lowest disk was taken at2-
inches above ground, and the stem was con
sidered to end at a point of branching abovt
which a main stem could no longer be die
tinguished. A 45-degree, pith-centered Wedg.
measuring 1/2 inch along the grain W8J
removed from each disk, and the wood and bar!
separated at the cambium. SG values wer.
determined from ovendry (OD) weight ani
green volume, the latter determined by wate
immersion after saturation. An average SG fo
stem wood (or for stem bark) was obtained b:
adding the weights and the volumes of th
individual wedges of that stem to yield one 01
weight and one green volume. Whole-stem S<
was found by combining all the bark and woo
weights and the volumes from stem wedges.

As REPORTED previoU8ly (1, 2, 3, 8), ~-
sonnel at the Southern Foreet Experiment
Station have studied thoee properties of small-
diameter hardwoods deemed important to the
forest products industry. The hardwoods
studied produce a substantial fraction of the
total volume of fiber on sites capable of growing
southern pine. However, they generally have
not been utilized because they lack a market
and because of their small size and poor form.
An evaluation of their properties should aid
process engineers in devjsing utilization
procedures for this hardwood resource.

Specific gravity (SG) is an important
property because it is an indicator of other
properties and of fiber yield per unit volume. It
is also relatively easy to measure. The objective
of the study was to determine, for each of 22
species, mean SG values for the entire tree; i.e.,
wood plus bark, and for tree wood and bark
separately; and for the entire stem, and for stem
wood and bark separately; and for the entire
branches, and for branch wood and bark
separately. A second objective was to deterDline
changes in SG along the length of the stem for
each species. The 22 speci~ investigated (Table
1) comprise nearly 90 percent of the hardwood
volume growing on sites which support, or are
capable of supporting, pine stands.

The author is Professor of Foreetl'y, Iowa Stat
U niv., Am_, Iowa. This pa-Pel' was prep~ while h
was with the So. FOI'Mt Expl Sta., USDA Fo~
S~ Pineville., La. Thia paper was received fo
publication in July 1976.

Procedure
A total of220 trees, 10 of each species, were

cut from widely separated locations throughout
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along the entire length of the stem. However, a
difference in sampling is probably not the
major reason for the higher valUM reported
here. VariatioDS in SG with height in the stem
are plotted in Figure 1 and thoee speciM
exceeding the Wood Handbook values do so at
all heights in the stem.
VariatioD With Height in Stem

The stem-wood and stem-bark SG curves
plotted in Figures 1 and 2 are the average for the
10 trees of each speciea. However, there is a
great deal of variability and in many species
individual trees often deviated from the
average curve. Since not all stems are the same
length, each point is the average of 10 trees (90
in red oaks) only up to a height of 22 or 26 feet.
Above that height, the number of trees
represented decreases w a minimum of either 4
or 5 (20 in the red oaks).

Wood SO tended to remain relatively
constant or w decrease with increasing height
in the stem (Fig. I), but the relationship varied
considerably among species. In the ring-porous
species SG d~ased with increasing height in

A similar procedure was followed in the top:
each branch was sampled at 48-inch intervals
down to a diameter of 0.5 inch, outside bark. The
first disk was taken at 24 inches from the point
of branching. For branch material, however,
the entire disk, 1/2 inch along the grain, was
used rather than a wedge.

Mean SG for tt'ee wood was obtained by
combining the branch wood and stem wood
weights, and the volumes. Stem wood values
were weighted by a factor of eight since they
were taken from a 45-degree wedge rather than
from the entire disk. The same procedure was
followed for tree bark. Finally, whole-tree SG
was determined by combining the stem and
branch wood and bark weights, and the
volumes.

Statistical comparisons were made in two
days at the 0.05 significance level by Duncan's
multiple range test for: a) within-tree SG for
each species, and b) among-species SG by tissue
types.

I determined the alcohol-benzene extrac.
tive content of OD wood and bark and
calculated regression equations to determine
whether a linear relationship existed between
extractive content and SG. The sampling
procedure was as described except that stem
wedges and branch disks were 1 inch along the
grain. For each part (stem wood, stem bark,
branch wood, and branch bark), the samples
were combined and ground to pass a 4O-mesh
screen. Extractives were removed with a 5-hour
extraction of one volume 95 percent ethanol to
two volumes benzene, an alcohol wash, a5-hour
extraction with 95 percent ethanol, and a water
(not hot) wash.
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Figure 1. - Relationship between stem-wood SG anc
height aOOve ground in 6-inch (DBH) hardwood!
growing on southern pine sit.. The red oak plot iI
based on data from !K) trees; the other plots represen
data from 10 trees each.

Result.
Hardwoods growing on pine sites are

apparently somewhat denser than larger trees
of the same speciN more typically measured.
The Wood Handbook (15) lists wood SG valUN
for 18 of the 22 species sampled. Stem-wood SG
(Table 1) of most species was 0.01 to 0.04 above
tlte Wood Handbook value, witlt tlte mean
difference for 18 species being 0.03. Sweetgum
averaged 0.01 below, while black oak, post oak,
white oak, American elm, and southern red oak
averaged 0.06 to 0.09 above Wood Handbook
ValuN. An increase of 0.03 in SG would
reprNent an additional 1.9 pounds of wood per
cubic foot, and a difference of 0.09 would
represent an increase of-5.6 pounds.

It is unlikely that tlte Wood Handbook
values were obtained by 8 systematic sampling
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Figure 2. - Relationship between stem-bark SO and
height above ground in 6-inch (DBH) hardwoods
growing on soutJ1em pine sites. The red oak plot is
based on data from 90 trees; the otJ1er plots represent
data from 10 trees each.

(after an initial decrea8e) while in other specie!
it decrea8ed or remained relatively constant
Koch (5) found that red maple bark densit}
increased to a height of 10 feet and the!:
remained constant wherea8 the present resulu
indicate a decrea8e above 6 feet. In 6- to 8-inclc
diameter at breast height (DBH) yellow-poplaJ
he found that bark SG increased sharply 1<
brea8t height, decrea8ed somewhat to a heigh!
of 16 feet and then increased again (5). Ir
another stand of 14- to 16-inch trees he fount
that Bark SG increa8ed steadily with height (6)
The curves presented here for the red oaks arf
similar to those for 8- to 10-inch northern reC
oak, scarlet oak, and black oak (5). However,hif
curves for 14- to 16-inch red oak rise sharply to E
height of 10 feet and then rise more slowly to E
height of 40 feet.

Within-Tree Comparisons
Of the within-tree comparisons possible

the following seemed of interest: a) stem wood.
branch wood, b) stem wood-stem-branch wood.
branch-tree wood-tree, c) stem bark-stem wood
d) branch bark-branch wood, e) stem bark-treE
bark, and t) stem bark-branch bark.

In 20 species there Was no significan1
difference in SG between stem wood and branch
wood. The two exceptions were laurel oak ancJ
blackjack oak, and in both, stem-wood SG waf
lower than that of branch wood (Table 1). Thesf
results agreed in general with those of TayloJ
(13) who, in comparing stem and branch woo(
of seven of these species, found that in onlyonf
(southern red oak) was there a statisticall}
significant difference between the two.

Because of the preponderance of wood-8~
percent of the above-stump green weight wher
species were averaged-significant differenCe!
among stem wood, whole stem, branch wood
whole branch, tree wood, and whole tref
occurred in only six species. In post and whit«
oaks and in American and winged elms, branct
SG was significantly below that of the otheJ
five categories. In addition, winged elm whole
stem and whole-tree density, averaging 0.576
Was significantly below that of the stem wood
branch wood, and tree wood, averaging 0.618
Laurel oak and blackjack oak were the tw<
species in which branch-wood SG exceeded tha1
of stem wood, by 0.042 and 0.008, respectively
In laurel oak, branch-wood density also exceed
ed that of the wood; and in blackjack oak
branch wood was the densest tissue in the tree

Stem-bark SG averaged lower than that 0:
stem wood in the two white oaks samples (pos1~

hickory, remained constant to a height of 30 feet
before increasing in the red oaks, and steadily
increased in green ash. In the diffuse-porous
species, wood SG generally was high near the
base of the tree, decreased sharply to a heigh t of
6 feet, then remained relatively constant to a
height of about 30 feet. Above that height SG
usually increased and then decreased.

There have been some other studies that
measured the relationship between SG and
height in stem for these species. The
relationship reported here for yellow-poplar is
very similar to that found by Koch, Brauner,
and Kulow (7), Taylor (12), Gilmore (4), and
Schroeder and Phillips (11). The relationship
observed for sweetgum is similar - but lower at
all heights - to the results obtained by both
Webb (14) and McElwee, Tobias, and Gregory
(10). The curve the latter plotted for white ash
falls between those we obtained for white ash
and green ash.

The relationship between bark SG and
height in the stem (Fig. 2) also varied among
species. SG generally increased with height in
the ashes and in black tupelo and sweetgum
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TABLE 3. - Weight ~ cubic foo' (grwlt ~) of (N8Aly felled 6-iM1a ~ 8IOIIIiII6 on piM aiIa.

S-.-ie. Stem St8aI Branch Bruchr-- wood bark St8aI wood bark Brandl ~ -

Po
53.2
M.O
56.8
51.0
50.7
69.2
52.6
54.9
56.8
65.3
84.6
62.9
63.9
63.2
-.1
63.0
63.8
66.0
63.3
84.1
58.0
56.8

&3.3
59.7
&6.8
61.1
~7
M.O
62.&
54.8
66.8
~.o
84.1
82.&
83.8
82.9
8&.8
82.8
63.2
84.7
82.9
83.7
M.7
&6.4

.. ...

68.2

66.3

58.8

41.7

44.7

43.6

M.O

56.6
46.4
63.6
«).0
57.4
69.8
61.9
57.6
«).5
62.6
61.2
46.3
59.7
37.6
46.1

&6.0
&6.8
&8.7
51.6
51.7
67.6
51.4
51.8
58.2
88.9
..3
88.0
81.0
82.0
8&.2
..4
58.3
81.3
58.8
81.3
56.7
61.9

52.6
60.8
56.6
63.6
51.6
62.3
&2.2
54.8
&9.3
67.2
..8
64.7
64.8
63.4
69.4
63.6
64.1
..0
68.1
66.&
64.4
58.7

Red maple
Hickory, true
Hackberry
White uh
Grwn aah
S-tcuiD
Yellow.poplar
S~ay
Black tupelo
White oak
Scarlltoak
Souutem ftd oak
Cherrybark oak
Laurel oak
Blackjack oak
Wat.' oak
N ortbem ftd oak
Shwnard oak
Poet oak

Black oak

Winged elm

Am~ elm

3). The inverse relationahip between MC and
SG was investigated by linear regression.
Equationa for each of the 8even ti88ues were
derived in two ways: using all 220 obeervationa
from individual trees, and using the 22 species
meana. In plotting the data it became evident
that, with the exception of stem bark and
branch bark, white and green ash contain 1e88
moisture (percentage-ba8i8) than do other
species of similar SG. When the equations were
computed again, with the ashes omitted, the
coefficient of determination was significantly
improved. The relation8hips, presented in
Table 4, were significant at the 0.01 level. The
coefficient of determination was improved
using specl~ meana since variability was
reduced.
Specific gravity-Extractive Content
Relationships

The addition of extractives to a given
volume of wood increases its SG and it was
decided to determine whether there was a linear
relationahip between extractive percent (un-
published) and SG. Individual tree valUM were
used for 8tem wood, branch wood, stem bark,
and branch bark to determine the four
~uationa for each SpeclM. Of the 88 ~uations
obtained, only 8 were significant at the 0.05
significance level and 6 had a negative slope.
This indicates that at the concentration8
obtained in thMe speclM (ranging from 3.0% in

presented here apply only in a general way
since groups overlap and since significant
differences occur within groups.

Because tree bark is composed primarily of
stem bark, species ranking and significant
differences are essentially the same for both.
Winged elm and sweetgum had the lowest SG
(0.34 and 0.37). Yellow-poplar, American elm,
the ashes, black tupelo, and sweetbay were next
with values ranging from 0.39 to 0.44. In an
intermediate position were hickory, red maple,
and the two white oaks, ranging from 0.49 to
0.54. The nine red oaks and hackberry were the
densest group, ranging from 0.60 to 0.64.

Yellow-poplar branch bark was least dense
with SO of 0.34, followed by the two elms
averaging 0.36 and by sweetbay and 8weetgum
averaging 0.40. Intermediate were black tupelo,
post oak, the ashes, hickory, and red maple,
ranging from 0.43 to 0.47, averaging 0.45. The
oaks and hackberry, ranging from 0.49 to 0.55,
were densest with an average SO of 0.52.

Specific Gravity-Moisture Content
Relationships

In a previous paper (9), moisture content
(MC) of the same trees, freshly-felled, was
determined for seven of the nine tissues
reported here; it was not determined for tree
wood and tree bark. Using the SG and MC data,
it was po88ible to calculate the weight per cubic
foot of each b'ee part at the time of felling (Table
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Ide pel' cgbi.
56.0
56.2
56.4
61.0
61.0
58.8
62.0
62.6
67.7
62.9
61.8
61.1
62.3
62.9
70.2
61.6
M.3
62.4
64.$
63.0
61.3
64.2

'oat M.4

63.8
58.0
51.1
52.2
63.7
49.0
48.8
50.9
51.7
63.3
52.4
M.6
67.2
63.4
56.0
M.4
5&.0
45.1
56.0
41.4
44.0



TABLE 4. - &Iommhip ~ JlC and sa 0( 6-illC/a
hardwood. 6rowing ora pine .ite.'

-

~
coefficient,

(6)

Regre88ion
intercept

(0)
t-ticm
intree
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OBSERVA'nONS FROM D) mE~
Stem wood 170.10 -188.90 O.ml
Stem bark 133." -125.$ .4445
Branch wood 159.38 -182.11 .6812
Branch bark 163.78 -179.14 .4756
Stem 168.58 -171.15 .5667
Branch 169.73 -183.10 .6696
TIW 170.M -175.03 ~

O~ERV A'nONS FROM m> ~ -
ASH~ OMI'ITED

Stem wood 174~ -171.78 0.8682
Stem bark 140.93 -137.87 .4783
Branch wood 166.07 -1..19 --
Branch bark 166.37 -184.55 .4971
Stem 177.72 -183.18 .7233
Branch 175.74 -190.88 .7474
Tree 178.87 -1M.32 .7414

OBSERV A 'nONS FROM 22 ~ MEANS
Stem wood 177.~ -182.69 0.5767
StMD bark 138.&1 -lam .5649
8I'8DCh wood 1~ -1~ .83
8I'ancl1 bark 187.68 --.76 .8759
StMD 177~ -187.07 .6229
Branch 183.18~.53 .7598
TIW 178.52 -190JWI .6438

O~V A 'nONS FROM m SPECIES MEANS -
ASH~ OMlTrED

Stem Wood 181.03 -183.44 0.7894
Stem bark 148.31 -151.65 ,«)12
Branch wood 119.18 -192.44 .8133
Branch bark 187. 71 ~.82 .6'766
Stem 186.62 -1~.91 .8240
Branch 1~ -213.74 .8577
TIW 187.33 -3)1.31 .8:1'J7-

iModel: Moietn.. content. . + b (1Peciftc graVity)

sweetbay stem wood to 21.8% in green ash
branch bark) extractiVM do not systematically
influence SG.
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